
Charging Mobile Technology 
in an Evolving Healthcare Landscape

Charging Solutions for Any Facility, Budget, or Program

Mobile technology is playing a more important role in healthcare than 
ever before, but care organizations also face increasing complexities in 
implementing devices. Choosing the right charging solution is an important 
element in keeping active devices in staff members’ hands.

Create a charging infrastructure that supports organizational goals and 
streamlines mobile device workflows.

Save with Charging Solutions 
That Work for Any Device

Solutions powered by Quick-Sense 
USB-C work with any charging port 
type. JAR Systems carts and stations 
are flexible to accommodate a wide 
range of device types and sizes, 
from notebooks to phones. This 
enables long-term use of charging 
solutions even when devices are 
cycled out.

Actively charge devices while they are in use without 
being tied to an outlet.

Eliminate the need for wiring device AC adapters with 
USB-C PD charging and cut down on maintenance costs.

Leverage USB-C charging universally for new technology 
alongside legacy devices.

Scan QR Code or Visit: www.jar-systems.com/healthcare-solutions

Scan For More 
Information on 
Solutions:



View Our Complete Portfolio of Charging Solutions: 

www.JAR-Systems.com/Products

Low Maintenance  
Mobile Charging

ELEVATE CHARGING CARTS

·  No need to wire AC adapters with Quick-
Sense USB-C charging technology

·  With removable dividers and auxiliary 
power outlets, they can be easily 
configured for custom uses

Charging for Tight Spaces  
and Small Device Sets

Modular Stations That  
Flex with Any Space 

FLEX-SHARE CHARGING STATIONS

·  Modular design with a reversible, removable 
door to adapt to different spaces

·  Optional bundle of two units with wheels 
ideal for rearranging room layouts

Open Charging for Lounges 
and Meeting Spaces

Portable Power for On  
the Go Charging

ACTIVE CHARGE POWER BANKS

·  Provide portable power for staff that is 
on the go and may not have access to an 
open power outlet

·  Keep devices active for longer and reduce 
the need for costly spare devices

ADAPT4 CHARGING STATIONS

·  Quick-Sense USB-C technology for fast, 
balanced USB-C charging —no AC 
adapter chargers required

·  Lightweight, yet durable to be able to 
transport and withstand high traffic areas

About JAR Systems

JAR Systems provides smarter, 

more versatile ways to charge and 

secure ever-evolving technologies. 

We work closely with our clients to 

develop products that support and 

streamline how mobile technology 

is used for learning and working in 

real-world environments. Our focus 

is on being a leading manufacturer 

of innovative charging solutions 

and designing efficient products 

that will work dependably for many 

years down the road.

UNIVERSAL USB-C DOCK

·  Wide platform is an excellent base for 
fitting full-size laptops as well as small 
devices like phones

·  Can also be secured with a locking 
technology cable to prevent removal
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